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Designed by Shannon Dunbabin 

 

Category: Accessories/Knitted Scarves/Mobius/Cowls 

 

Skill Level:  

Size & Finished  
Measurements:  
      6” wide x 58”  
      circumference  

 
Materials: 

 Cascade Yarns®  
Llamerino 
50% Baby Llama / 
50% Merino Wool 

 100 g (3.5 oz) /  
291 yds (267 m) 

 2 skeins of color  
#07 (Otter)  

 US 8 (5.0 mm) 
knitting needles 

 Crochet hook  
for provisional  
CO  

 Yarn needle 

INTERMEDIATE 
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Gauge: 
42 sts x 28 rows = 4” (10 cm) in Steel Braided pattern  

 
Abbreviations: 
BN  = Back Needle 
 
BO  = Bind Off 
 
CN  = Cable Needle 
 
CO  = Cast On 
 
C6BRib  = Slip 6 sts onto CN, hold in back,  
     (K2, P2, K2),  K2 ,P2, K2 from CN 
 
C6FRib  = Slip 6 sts onto CN, hold in front,  
     (K2, P2, K2),  K2 ,P2, K2 from CN 
 
FN   = front needle 
 
K  = Knit 
 
P  = Purl 
 
St(s)  = Stitch(es) 
 
WS  = Wrong Side  

 
 
Begin Pattern: 
Using a Provisional CO, CO 64 sts. 
 
Set-up: 
Row 1: K2, *[K2, P2, K2]; repeat from  
* until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 2: K2, *[P2, K2, P2]; repeat from  
*  until last 2 sts, K2. 
 
Steel Braided Pattern: 
Row 1: K2, *[K2, P2, K2]; repeat from * until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 2: K2, *[P2, K2, P2]; repeat from * until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 3: K4, P2, K2, *[C6FRib]; continue until last 8 sts, K2, 
P2, K4. 
Row 4: K2, *[P2, K2, P2]; repeat from * until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 5: K2, *[K2, P2, K2]; repeat from * until last 2 sts, K2. 
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Row 6: K2, *[P2, K2, P2]; repeat from  
* until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 7: K2, *[C6BRib]; repeat from  
* until last 2 sts, K2. 
Row 8: K2, *[P2, K2, P2]; repeat from  
* until last 2 sts, K2. 
 
Continue Steel Braided Pattern until  
almost 58" unblocked. 
Do rows 1 & 2 of Steel Braided Pattern- 2 times. 
Break yarn leaving at least a 16” tail for grafting. 
 
Block before grafting. 
 
Graft 2 ends together in Pattern [K2, [K2, P2, K2], K2]. 
 

 
Setup: 
Unzip Provisional CO and place sts on the free knitting 
needle. 
Hold the ends of the scarf together with the points of 
the knitting needles on your right, and the WS of the 
work facing each other.   
The tail yarn should be at the right-hand side of  
the front needle.   
Thread the tail yarn onto a yarn needle.   
With threaded yarn needle, work into the 1st two sts as 
follows: 
Front Needle (FN): go into st as if to purl. 
Back Needle (BN): go into st as if to knit. 
Continue working across to graft the end of the scarf 
together as sts appear until all sts have been grafted: 
 

 
Knit Sts: 
FN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into 
next st as if to purl. 
BN: go into st as if to purl, pull that st off needle, go into 
next st as if to knit. 
FN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into 
next st as if to purl. 
BN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into 
next st as if to purl. 
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Purl Sts: 
FN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into next st as if to purl. 
BN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into next st as if to purl. 
FN: go into st as if to knit, pull that st off needle, go into next st as if to purl. 
BN: go into st as if to purl, pull that st off needle, go into next st as if to knit. 
 
Finishing: 
Weave in ends and block as is necessary. 

Thank you for downloading our free pattern. For more ideas  

and inspiration, visit us online at http://www.cascadeyarns.com  

and  blog http://cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/  
 

Find Cascade Yarns on social: 

http://www.cascadeyarns.com
blog%20http:/cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/

